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Dr. Rodolfo Hernandez Guerrero Receives Association of International Education Administrators’ 2018 Timothy J. Rutenber Award

Washington, DC – February 20, 2018 – The Association of International Education Administrators (AIEA) is pleased to recognize Dr. Rodolfo Hernandez Guerrero, Secretary of the Association and Director of International Partnership Development at University of Texas-Dallas, as the recipient of the 2018 Timothy J. Rutenber Award.

The Timothy J. Rutenber Award was established to honor AIEA members who have rendered long-term and outstanding service to the Association. The late Timothy J. Rutenber has served as Director of the Secretariat and Treasurer of AIEA until his death in 2004. His work on behalf of AIEA epitomizes the ideal of service excellence. In his name, recipients are recognized at the AIEA Annual Conference for truly exceptional service of long duration to the association.

Member of the association since 2007, Hernandez Guerrero has been AIEA Board Secretary since 2012. He has also served as a member of the annual conference and the taskforce on partnerships. His Board colleagues note that he performs his role “consistently and diligently in an exemplary selfless way.” The accuracy and quality of the his work facilitated tremendous progress in the governance for the Board and the Association. His “action steps tracking system” resulted in an accurate mapping of goals and outcomes that has assisted Board members and the Association in pursuing progress in its strategic planning process and during bylaw discussions.

Hernandez Guerrero is a quintessential international educator. His partnership work on behalf of UT-Dallas demonstrates extensive knowledge of international education field. His partnership work between Mexican universities and associations and UT-Dallas is particularly noteworthy. Hernandez Guerrero’s international education combined with his years of service on the AIEA Board gives him a unique understanding of the field of international education and its trajectory making him a valuable resource to his fellow senior international officers (SIOs).

AIEA congratulates Rodolfo Hernandez Guerrero on receiving this award and thanks him for his outstanding service to the association.

About AIEA

The Association of International Education Administrators (AIEA) is the only association specifically for leaders in international higher education. Founded in 1982, AIEA is hosted at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina and is composed of over 450 institutions engaged in advancing the international
dimensions of higher education. For additional information, visit www.aieaworld.org or contact AIEA at aiea@duke.edu or +1 (919) 668-1928.
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